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INTRODUCTION

Objectives

One of the most important areas in research on composite materials is the area of failure
analysis. Unfortunately, most of this research is deterministic and does not account for the
variability inherent in material properties and in environmental loading conditions. It is a well-
known fact that there is a wide scatter in strength data for composite materials. While for some
materials the deterninistic stress/failure analysis may suffice, for others such as brittle composites,
the deterministic stress analysis alone is not enough and must be supplemented by some
statistical theory of failure.

Most brittle materials are afflicted by the so-called "size effect" in some way or another. To
establish this effect, it is necessary to test components of widely varying sizes, obtain properties
and to inter from these the necessary information about the size effect. It is, however, often very
costly and impractical or even impossible to conduct experiments on full scale structures. It is,
therefore, necessary to scale lab specimen results to the real, larger size structural component as
the lab test results are not directly applicable to such full scale structures. One of the objectives of
this research is to investigate the size effect of composite materials both analytically and
experimentally and to establish a methodology of assessing the probability of failure (or reliability)
of structures made of brittle composite materials. The procedure is applied to 2-D woven carbon-
carbon composites. Detailed experimental data are available on tension and compression tests,
off-angle tension tests, in-plane and interlaminar shear tests, 4-point bending on isotropic and
composite beams with and without stress concentrations, and bending tests on composite plates
of various shapes, aspect ratios, and stress concentrations [Heller et al, 1991].

Another objective is to perform the failure analysis in non-probabilistic sense because the
reliability analysis does not give information about failure modes and failure locations. New failure
criteria are developed and proposed. These criteria are compared with existing ones found in the
literature.

Literature Review

Reialfity Analysis

A statistical theory of strength of materials was developed by Weibull [1938, 1939, 19511
based on the "Weakest Link" hypothesis. The starting point of the theory was the notion that the
strength of a material may be represented as the weakest strength of a large number of
components. Assuming that the components have independent random strengths, a consistent
family of probability distributions was derived. Since Weibull proposed a probability function for
brittle materials in 1939, it has been found to adequately describe their behavior.

In the 1970's, several researchers studied the probabilistic failure analysis of brittle
structures using Welbuirs distribution function [Stanley, Sivill and Fessler, 1974; Margetson,
1976; Stanley and Margetson, 1977; Margetson, 19801. However, all work was performed for
isotropic, orthotropic or anisotropic materials and none was devoted to structures made of
composites. Statistical theory of size effect was reviewed and some deterministic strength
theories on orthotropic and composite mateials were proposed by several authors [Hahn, 1975;
Yamada and Sun, 1978].



In 1981, an attempt was made by Wetherhold (19841 to obtain statistical information for
failure of composite materials by the use of a closed-form expansion of the maximum distortion
energy failure criterion and also by the use of a Monte Carlo simulation method on the same failure
criterion [19851. Only one orthotropic layer was considered, and not a composite structure. Heller
et al. [Heller, Schmidt and Deninghoff, 1984; Heller, Thangjitham and Wall, 19861 applied the
weakest link theory to a proof-loaded isotropic material and to a composite plate with a hole.
Recently, Thangjitham and Heller [1987J worked on the reliability analysis of an infinite composite
plate with a hole under a randomly oriented load, and Heller et al. [Heller, Thangjitham and Yeo,
19901 investigated size effects of brittle composites and worked on the reliability analysis of
composite beams with stress concentrations. The reliability of composite beams and plates with
and without stress concentrations based on these considerations is discussed in detail by Yeo
[Yeo, 19911.

Failure Analysis

Failure theories existed since the time of Galileo. In his famous experiment, he subjected
rock specimens to tension and observed that the strength depends on cross-sectional area but is
independent of length. He concluded that failure would occur when the "absolute resistance to
fracture," i.e. critical stress, was reached. This appears to be the first suggestion of the maximum
normal stress theory for predicting fracture of brittle materials [Rowlands, 19851.

Since then numerous failure criteria were developed for isotropic materials. Though it is
informative to review these in more detail, this review is concerned with those applicable to
anisotropic composite materials.

In 1948, Hill [1948, 19501 introduced a strength criterion for an orthotropic material based
on the observation that under large deformation, the micro-mechanical structure of isotropic
materials becomes anisotropic. He assumed that the yield stresses are the same in both tension
and compression. While it is not common to use Hill's criterion in its original form for composite
materials, it nontheless forms the basis of several composite strength criteria. For an isotropic
material, Hill's criterion has the same form as the von Mises' distortion energy yield criterion.

Hill's criterion was further generalized by Hoffman in 1967 [Hoff man, 1967]. Based on
the features of the Mises' isotropic yield condition and Hill's orthotropic yield condition, Hoffman
proposed a fracture condition for orthotropic brittle materials which contains nine material
parameters that can account for widely differing tensile and compressive strengths in various
directions by introduction of linear soress terms.

Tsai [19681 modified Hill's criterion in 1968 with the assumption that the transverse
strengths in the y- and z-directions are the same for fiber reinforced composites. This modification
is called the Hill-Tsai failure criterion.

In 1971, influenced by the work of Goldenblat and Kovnop [Goldenblat and Kovnop,
1965], Tsai and Wu [1971] presented a general lamina failure criterion. By taking 1st and 2nd
terms (i.e. up to 4th order strength tensors) proposed by Goldenblat and Kovnop and assurring
that the powers of them are equal to 1, they proposed a quadratic tensor polynomial failure
criterion. Recognizing that the strength theory should be independent of coordinate systems,
they assumed that there exists a certain failure surface in stress space. The linear terms in stress
are included for possible differences in tensile and compressive strengths, which is similar to
Hoffman's work. Even though there is a disadvantage in this criterion in that the determination of
the interaction coefficients is impractical and difficult, it is the most general failure criterion which
includes most of the other criteria as special cases. The advantages are that (1) it is invariant under
rotation of coordinates, (2) it transforms via the established tensor transformation laws, (3)
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symmetric strength properties are similar to those of stiff nesses and compliances. Therefore, the
mathematical operations with this tensorial failure criterion are relatively easy and straightforward.

In 1973, Hashin and Rotem (19731 proposed a fatigue failure criterion for fiber reinforced
materials under static and oscillatory states of combined plane stress. They observed that there
are two basically different failure modes - fiber failure and matrix failure. By assuming that the two
are independent (which is not unreasonable), they proposed separate criteria for fiber and matrix
failure.

In 1980, Hashin (19801 extended his previous work and proposed a three dimensional
failure criterion for unidirectional fiber composites. Based on the idea that most of the
unidirectional fiber composites are transversely isotropic with respect to fiber direction and the
failure criterion must be invariant under any rotation of the axes around the fiber direct"nn, so that
the failure criterion can be at most a function of the stress invariant under such rotation, he
introduced the most general form for transversely isotropic materials. As ne did in his previous
paper, he treated the two planar failure modes - fiber mode and matrix mode - separately, and
through some physical argument, derived two failure criteria for the two modes. The plane stress
version of the criterion showed a good agreement with experiments. Nothing was said about
delamination as a failure mode, however.

In 1981, Lee [19811 developed a finite element scheme in which the damaged zone and
modes of failure can be identified. Damage accumulation and the ultimate strength of the
composite laminate can also be analyzed. He treated fiber failure and matrix failure separately and
proposed a simple criterion for each mode.

In 1988, Christensen [19881 developed a three-dimensional failure criterion. He first
derived three-dimensional lamination theory in which two restrictions that reduce the five
independent properties of a transversely isotropic material to a form involving three independent
constants are involved. From the resulting three-dimensional tensor transformation equation, he
derived two separate failure criteria: one for direct fiber failure and the other for fiber/matrix
interface failure. The basic variable used was strain. The direct fiber mode is the same as one of
the maximum strain failure criterion. These criteria were also presented in terms of stresses
through the stress-strain relation. He maintained that longitudinal stress in the fiber direction,
(a11, cannot be neglected in a failure criterion involving matrix action.

Brewer and Lagace [19881 proposed a criterion for delamination initiation based on the
quadratic tensor criterion. They extended the failure criterion proposed by Kim and Soni
[1984,1986], with a reasoning that the predicted initiation stresses should be independent of the
sign of the interlaminar shear stresses and by taking only a quadratic term for the interlaminar
normal stress component, they came up with a quadratic delamination criterion.

In 1989, Hwang and Sun [19891 proposed three separate failure criteria for fiber
breakage, matrix cracking and delamination. The failure criteria for fiber and matrix failures are very
close to those of Hashin's but an additional delamination criterion was presented.

It was reported, recently [Tolson and Zabaras, 19911 that for T300/5208 graphite-epoxy
laminates with [e404/-44]s layup under uni-axial tension, Hashin's criterion seems to give results
which are slightly less accurate than Lee's and maximum stress criteria, but more accurate than
Hoffman's and Tsai-Wu's for this particular laminate.

A first-ply-failure analysis applicable to bi-directional orthotropic laminates was developed
by Yeo [Yeo, 19911.

3



SIZE EFFECT ANALYSIS

Analytical Study of Size Effect

As in the case with other composite materials, the quality of larger components can not be
controlled as carefully as that of small laboratory specimens. Larger components have more
imperfections and volume distributed flaws such as porosity, discontinuous fibers, holes, matrix
poor regions, and so on. As a consequence, most brittle materials such as carbon-carbon have
size effects. This effect usually results in strength reduction for larger components and therefore
the probability of failure for such components increases not only with the magnitude of the
applied stresses but with the size of the components. Hence, to accurately assess the reliability
of such components, the size effect has to be somehow incorporated in the analysis.

There are various ways to assess the reliability of structural components. The approach
based on the strength-stress interference is one example. It considers, however, maximum
stress only at a single location, relates it to maximum strength and bases all failures on that one
element. It does not take into account any kind of size effect present in the material.

In this work, reliability analysis based on the *weakest link" principle is applied to calculate
the reliability of brittle structural components. One disadvantage of this approach is, however, that
it essentially uses deterministic stresses.

"Weakest Link" Analysis

Weibull Statistics for Uni-axial Loading

The probability that a material with unit volume survives under the
application of uniform stress, S, is given as [Weibull, 19381

Li(S) = exp [- oo_] (1)

where Li(S) is the probability of survival of a material with unit volume, v, Rc is the "characteristic*
ultimate strength of the unit volume, v, R0 is its minimum strength and m is its Weibull shape
parameter. These three constants define the three parameter Weibull distribution. The
relationships between the mean, I.R, standard deviation, a, and the above-mentioned parameters
are as follows:

R - (Rc-Ro) 1"(1 + --L-) + Ro (2)

OR. - (Rc-Ro) V [r (1 + Z•) - ]r21 + 1L)j (3)

where r(.) is the tabulated gamma function.
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The *characteristic strength" has a probability of survival of Li(Rc) = e -1= 0.3679. In this
work, the reliability is derived in terms of the characteristic strength rather than the mean strength
in contrast to some authors, [Stanley, Sivill and Fessler, 1976; Stanley and Margetson, 1977;
Margetson, 19801 because the mean value is not associated with any specific probability level.

A structural component with volume, V, may be regarded as being made up of N
elementary volume elements. It is assumed that failure in any one element leads to the failure of
the component, or, that the survival of the component requires the survival of every element
(weakest link hypothesis). It is further assumed that the reliability of a particular element is
independent of that of any other element in the component, hence the reliability of the
component is obtained as the product of reliabilities of individual volume elements:

N
L = [" Li (4)

i-i

where N = V/v is the number of elementary volume elements in the structural component of
volume, V, and Li is defined in (1). Therefore, the reliability under uniform uni-axial stress, S
becomes

L=exp[ vi-RO (5)S- K ( Sc-)1

For a material of volume, V' under non-uniform stress, the reliability is obtained by
integrating the stresses over the volume:

L=exp - ijS Ro dV-] e
S(6)

where the risk of failure, X, the exponent of e, is called the stressed-volume integral. If Smax is the
maximum value of the applied stress throughout the component and V is the total volume, Eq. 6
may be written in terms of dimensionless ratios as [Stanley, Sivill and Fessler, 1976; Stanley and
Margetson, 1977; Margetson, 19801

S( - Vc m v (7)
In •-- , -V 1_lvnx.¥ R max Vmax V

with the introduction of the two safety factors

Vc . ' and Vmx R (8)

Integration is carried out only over the volume where stresses exceed RO.
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Weibull Statistics for Multi-axial Stress States

To analyse the failure of brittle materials subjected to multi-axial stress states, the Weibull
statistics can be modified with the aid of the so-called "Principle of Independent Action" [Stanley,
Sivill and Fessler, 19741. It states that the reliability of a given material under a multi-axial stress
state is equal to the product of reliabilities of the material subjected to each of the principal
stresses in turn. Therefore, Eq. 5 is modified as

1IQ-Iv (9)

where Si are the principal stresses. The Flo, R0 .terms are the characteristic and minimum

strengths rotated into the principal stress directions. For a material of volume, V, under non-
uniform mufti-axial stress state, the reliability becomes

3 v1 Si 1
L=exp [-i f(lc--0) dV (10)

Experimental Study of Size Effect

All experimental results, repeated in this study were originally reported in Part I of this report by

Heller et al, 1991.

Tension and Compression Tests

Tension tests were performed on dog-bone shaped specimens to measure the material
properties El, E2, ... etc., and Weibull parameters R0 , Rc, and m. The specimens were cut from

10 " x 6.5 " x 0.5 "panels. The detailed arrangement and dimensions of the specimens are
shown in Part I of this report.

Average values and standard deviations for modulus, maximum strength and strain
measured in the warp(W) and fill (F) directions are presented in Table A.1.

While tension specimens failed in most cases at 90 degrees to the longitudinal axis,
compression tests produced diagonal shear failures. Poisson's ratios were determined in some of
the tension tests and are also presented in Table A.1.

In-plane Shear Tests

For the shear moduli GWF, GFW, GWT and GFr as well as the shear strengths RWF, RFW,
RWT and RFT, tests were performed in a modified losipescu type fixture. Specimen dimensions
and geometry are available in Part I. Test samples were cut from a panel with their longitudinal
dimensions parallel to the warp (W) and fill (F) directions, while their width dimensions were along
each of the three directions: warp (W), fill (F), and through-the-thickness (T). Loads were applied
in an Instron machine. Shear strains were obtained from strain gauges at 45 0 to the load direction
while shear stresses were calculated as the load divided by the cross-sectional area, A,

= 2 4 (11)
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xy= P/A (12)

The results are tabulated in Table A.2.

Interlaninar Shear Tests

In order to determine the intertaminar shear modul, GTW, GTF as well as the interlaminar
shear strengths RTW, RTF, specially designed specimens were prepared (Part I). Test results are
presented in Table A.3.

Why notched beams and plates with holes?

In order to experimentally demonstrate significant strength reduction due to size effect,
specimens of widely differing sizes would have to be tested. Because size variations of the order
of 1 to 100 would be required, such tests are impractical and can seldom be performed in the
laboratory. To circumvent this problem and to simulate specimens of widely varying sizes,
structural components containing sharp stress gradients such as notched beams or plates with
holes are considered [Heller, Thangjitham and Yeo, 1990). In this case, high stresses are
concentrated over a "small" volume of material while specimens without stress concentrations act
as the "large" volume.

Beam Bending Tests

In order to demonstrate the concept of size effect, four point bending tests were
performed on carbon-carbon beams with and without notches. The detailed arrangement of the
specimens is shown in Fig. 1. Notched specimens have the same geometry as the unnotched
specimens with 60 ° V notches with a depth, d=0.22h, where h is the depth of an unnotched
specimen. The specimens whose length is in the warp direction are denoted as W (warp)
specimens and those whose length is in the fill direction are denoted by F. N indicates notched
specimens. The specimens (1 -W, 1-F, 1 -WN and 1 -FN) with the loading direction perpendicular to
the layers are designated as Type I, and those (2-W, 2-F, 2-WN and 2-FN) with the loading
direction parallel to the layers as Type I1.

The two types of specimens are examined in order to model composite beams and
isotropic beams, respectively. Type II specimens were placed into the testing machine with their
laminae parallel to the loading direction in order to eliminate interlaminar shear effects of short
beams and therefore to model them as isotropic beams. Type I specimens were placed with their
laminae perpendicular to the loading direction in order to model them as laminated composite
beams. The loading configuration and test fixture are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Three
specimens were tested in each of the eight configurations shown in Fig. 4. Failure modes were
observed and the failure loads were measured. Type I beams generally showed the influence of
interlaminar stresses and failed by a combination of through-the-thickness fracture and
delanination. This type of failure was observed in both unnotched and notched beams. Type II
beams fractured more or less as isotropic materials. This failure mode is most pronounced in
notched specimens with a straight line fracture through their depth. Their results are presented in
Table 1. The figures of the failure modes for the notched and unnotched specimens are shown in
Figs. 5-6. These data will be compared to analytical values in the section on reliability analysis of
composite beams to, demonstrate the size effect.
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Plate Bending Tests

As another means of verifying the size effect concept, plate bending tests were
performed on square and rectangular plates with and without a hole. As presented in Fig. 7,
plates were instrumented with strain gages placed in the warp (longitudinal) and fill (transverse)
directions at the edges of 0.64 in. diameter holes and with 0-90 0 strain rosettes on their
diagonals. Similar gauge arrangements were used on a plate without a central hole; a 0-900 strain -

rosette was placed at the center of the plate. The transverse deflection was measured by a "
displacement transducer. In some of the tests acoustic emissions were also monitored.

Experiments were carried out on a plate bending fixture illustrated in Part I. (Fig. 8) Plates
were simply supported on all four sides and a uniform load was applied through a sand box. Unlike
the usual simple-support boundary condition used in the literature, here the plates were simply
sitting on top of supports all around the edges, thus allowing in-plane movements in the x- and y-
directions. The boundary conditions used in the stress analysis to simulate the support condition
are shown in Fig. 9 Plate bending test results are tabulated in Table 2. Attempts were made to
detect "first-ply-failures" by monitoring acoustic emissions with a transducer placed under the
plates. The transducer, however, picked up a great deal of noise produced by grinding of sand
particles and by machine vibrations. As a consequence, the detection of "first-ply-failure" was not
successful.

Plate failures originated near the longitudinal diameters of the holes and propagated first
along the warp direction, and eventually along the diagonals of the rectangular plates. In the case
of the square plate with a hole, after originating near the warp diameter of the hole, cracks
propagated radially outward. All plates failed essentially in a brittle manner and no evidence of
delarrination was observed.

Load-deflection curves are presented in Figs. 10 and 11.
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Figure 2

Loading Configuration for Four Point Bending Specimens

PV
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Figure 3

Test Fixture for Four Point Bending Tests
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Table 1. Four Point Bending Test Results

6 S

z E-

E U - C.-

e.rn a .,

9 1W 505.9 36.6 15.238 .549 2.468 .1303 6.467 .306

9 2W 493.2 44.9 19.708 .662 2.395 .190 10.079 1.784

9 IF 335.0 5.0 9.198 .190 1.370 .071 9.547 .180

9 2F 288.2 23.1 -11.363 .700 1.307 .067 13.759 3.805

9 IWN 288.7 28.2 1.353 2.551 .001 7.516 .462

12 2WN 250.3 11.9 .975 2.367 .077 9.938 .174

10 IFN 177.5 9.0 .532 1.620 .217 11.325 4.649

10 2FN 175.4 3.9 .510 1.655 .250 13.509 3.002
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Table 2. Plate Bending Test Data

Plate No. Type Max Load Max. Deflection
.... Ps in

1 *RH 383 .725

2 R.H 362 .399

3 R.N 360 .286

4 S.H 574 .507

"R= Rectangular Plate
S - Square Plate
H - Plate with Hole
N - Plate without Hole
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Determination of Weibull Distribution Parameters

The basic test results: tension, compression and shear were used to determine the
Weibull parameters necessary for the reliability analysis. A three parameter Weibul distribution
was fitted to tension strength data. Warp and fill data were combined in order to increase the size
of the population. This was accomplished by the introduction of a normalized variable, r, defined
as follows:

r =(13)
PIR

where R is the sample strength and IPR is the mean strength in the appropriate direction.

For the three parameter Weibull distribution, the probability of exceedance, LR(r), is
written as

LR(S) = exp [-(S'ro m] (14)

where r0 is the normalized minimum strength below which no failure is expected, rc is the
normalized characteristic strength with a probability of exceedance of L(rc) = e 1 , and m is the
shape parameter which is a measure of dispersion.

The following parameters were calculated based on Eqs. 2- 3:

m = 6.17, ro = 0.61, rc = 1.03 (15)

From these, the distribution parameters for the warp and fill directions become:

warp direction
m - 6.17, ROW ,8110 (psi), RcW 13820 (psi) (16)

fill direction
m a 6.17, ROW =3440 (psi), RcW 5800 (psi) (17)

The combined data are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Normalized Tension Strength Data and Three Weibull Parameters

L=1 L

Rank Data Reliablity Rank Data Reliabiity
r, Li i r, Li

1 0.7699 0.9825 29 1.0048 0.4912
2 0.8126 0.9649 30 1.0063 0.4737
3 0.8915 0.9474 31 1.0140 0.4561
4 0.9091 0.9298 32 1.0143 0.4386
5 0.9186 0.9123 33 1.0166 0.4211
6 0.9319 0.8947 34 1.0184 0.4035
7 0.9330 0.8772 35 1.0211 0.3860
8 0.9330 0.8596 36 1.0225 0.3684
9 0.9330 0.8421 37 1.0280 0.3509

10 0.9377 0.8246 38 1.0287 0.3333
11 0.9379 0.8070 39 1.0327 0.3158
12 0.9396 0.7895 40 1.0336 0.2982
13 0.9425 0.7719 41 1.0373 0.2807
14 0.9435 0.7544 42 1.0478 0.2632
15 0.9455 0.7368 43 1.0478 0.2456
16 0.9494 0.7193 44 1.0524 0.2281
17 0.9572 0.7018 45 1.0526 0.2015
18 0.9657 0.6842 46 1.0585 0.1930
19 0.9669 0.6667 47 1.0670 0.1754
20 0.9762 0.6491 48 1.0717 0.1079
21 0.9803 0.6316 49 1.0717 0. 1404
22 0.9814 0.6140 50 1.0861 0.1228
23 0.9850 0.5965 51 1.1002 0.1053
24 0.9856 0.5789 52 1.1040 0.0877
25 0.9925 0.5614 53 1.1042 0.0702
26 0.9980 0.5439 54 1.1203 0.0526
27 0.9998 0.5263 55 1.1508 0.0351
28 1.0048 0.5088 56 1.1646 0.0175

Shape parameter, m = 6.17
Characteristic value, rc = 1.03
Minimum value. ro = 0.61
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STRESS ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE BEAMS AND PLATES

Isotropic Beams under Four Point Bending

The 2-W, 2-WN samples presented in Fig. 4 are treated as isotropic beams. Notched
beams can not be analyzed in closed form because of their geometric irregularity and
consequently should be examined numerically. The finite element method is used as an
approximate numerical analysis of stresses. For this purpose, a finite element code F21ELAST
was written and verified [Yeo, 19911. A detailed explanation is given later. The beam is modeled
by a two dimensional plane elasticity element (plane strain assumption is used). The finite
element meshes for both notched and unnotched isotropic beams are presented in Figs. 12 and
13. The number of nodes and elements are 228 and 396 for a beam without a notch and 218 and
380 for a notched beam . The notch depth considered is 0.22h, where h is a depth of the
unnotched beam.

Composite Beams under Four Point Bending

The 1-W, 1-WN samples presented in Fig. 4 are modeled as composite beams. The
waviness of the fiber is neglected and the beam is treated as a laminated composite with
alternating fiber and matrix layers. The fiber layer is considered to be composed of an orthotropic
material and the matrix layer of an isotropic material. The fiber volume fraction, vf, and matrix
volume fraction, Vm, were determined from a microphotograph of the specimen and are 0.6 and
0.4, respectively. Hence the thickness ratio between fiber and matrix layers is 6 to 4. Utilizing the
rule of mixtures lamina properties were derived from experemintal results on laminates in Part I.
The mechanical parameters so obtained are listed in the appendix, Table A4. The number of
layers in the beam was also determined from a microphotograph of the specimen, and was 41
layers (21 matrix layers and 20 fiber layers). The matrix layers cover the beam on top and bottom
surfaces. The thickness of the matrix layers used in the stress analysis is 0.00951 (in) and that of
fiber layers is 0.014265 (in).

As was expected and demonstrated in the experiments [Part I1, the interlaminar shear
stresses are an important mechanism in the failure of composite beams. The stress analysis of the
composite beam was treated as a two dimensional plane elasticity problem with an assumption that
there is no variation in stresses in the width direction. The coordinate system of the composite
beam and the finite element meshes for the unnotched and notched beams are shown in Figs. 14
and 15. For stress analysis purposes, the finite element code ABAOUS is used. Both the
constant stress triangle element CPS3 and 4-node linear rectangular element CPS4 are used in
the mesh and the stresses are computed at Gauss points in each element. As the stress gradient
in the vicinity of the notch tip is very steep and the stresses in that region are very important in the
analysis, the mesh has been refined until there is no appreciable change in the stress field near
the notch tip region. The finite element mesh has 2050 elements and 1092 nodes for an
unnotched beam and 2001 elements and 1067 nodes for a notched beam. The finite element
mesh for composite beams is a lot more refined than that for isotropic beams. This was due to the
presence of the thin layers in the composite beam. To obtain reasonably accurate stresses at
Gauss points, it is desirable that the elements not be distorted too much. Yet, as one element
cannot cover more than one layer because material properties are different for two adjacent layers,
finer mesh was dictated.
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Composite Plates under In-plane Loading

In order to verify the computer codes written for composite plates as well as to compare
proposed failure theories presented in the section on 3D failure criteria with published results,
graphite-epoxy square laminated plates without and with a hole are analyzed. For a square
laminate with a hole, the hole-diameter-to-width ratio, dew, varies from 0.05 to 0.2. The length-to-
thickness ratio, a/h, is 10. The laminate considered is cross-ply symmetric whose stacking
sequence is [O5/905]s. The dimension and the geometry of the laminate considered are shown "
in Fig. 10. In all cases, only a quadrant of the laminate is modeled and analyzed because of
symmetry. The typical finite element mesh for d/w - 0.05 is presented in Fig. 17.

For rectangular plates under in-plane loading, the material properties and stacking
sequence considered are the same as those for the square plates. Only uni-axial loading in the x-
direction is considered. The typical finite element mesh is shown in Fig.18.

Computer program F2DELAST was written for stress analysis of composite plates under
in-plane loading based on two dimensional elasticity theory [Yeo, 19911. The typical domain and a
9-node element considered for the finite element formulation is shown in Figs. 19 and 20 . The
formulation of the program is explained in the Appendix.

Composite Plates under Transverse Loading

The carbon-carbon plate is modeled as a laminated composite with alternating orthotropic
fiber layers and isotropic matrix layers. A nonlinear finite element analysis program FNCOMPLI
was developed and verified for the stress/failure analysis of laminated composite plates under
transverse loading. The program is based on the first order shear deformable plate theory which
accounts for the transverse shear deformation, and it also accounts for the geometrical
nonineanity in the von Karman sense. The displacement finite element model uses iso-parametric
Lagrange elements with 5 independent degrees of freedom per node. Reduced integration is
used for shear terms to avoid shear locking phenomenon. The Newton-Raphson iterative
method is employed for the solution of the nonlinear algebraic equations. The dimension,
geometry and coordinate system of the laminate are shown in Fig. 21, laminate resultant forces
and moments are shown in Fig. 22 and the geometry and layer number of a multi-layered laminate
are presented in Fig. 23. The formulation of the program is presented in detail in the Appendix.
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RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE BEAMS AND PLATES

Reliability of Beams under Four Point Bending

Isotropic Beams

Unnotched Beams

As indicated in Fig. 24, only parts of the top and bottom portions of a beam experience
stresses greater than the rminimum strength ROC or ROT. Only those regions where the absolute
values of the stresses are greater than the minimum strengths need be considered.

To include the contribution from the compressive stresses, the stressed-volume integral
. previously defined in Eq. 6 is wntten as

x = XT + XC (18)

where XT denotes the stressed-volume integral due to tensile stresses defined by

T RoT -ROT
Xrfs , o ýFT-ROT) V

where RcT and ROT are characteristic, and minimum tensile strengths, and mT is the Weibull
shape parameter for tensile strength. XC denotes the stressed-volume-integral due to
compressive stresses defined by

LC V (20)

where Rcc and Roc are characteristic, and minimum compressive strengths, and mc is the
Weibull shape parameter for compessive strength. In general, tensile strength and compressive
strength of materials are different and so are the Weibull shape parameters. This is considered in
the above equations.

Recognizing that

(21)

and
M Px x<L1

{P(x-Li) Xl<X<L2 (22)
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with
Smax --= L

Ij (23)

the upper compressed region, where the absolute value of stresses is greater than the minimurn
compressive strength ROC, is limited to values of x > xOc and y > yOC defined as

XOC = Rc LI (24)
Smax

Roc hi. 1  x< 1 (5
Y0C1 = Smax x L x < L, (25)

YO1Srax X

Yoc = Roc h x, <x<L2  (26)
Smax

where h is the half depth of the beam. (i.e. h=d/2) and Smax is the maximum stress in the beam.

For the lower tensile regions where stresses are greater than the minimum tensile
strength ROT,

XOT= ROT Li (27)
Smax

YOT1 = ROT S hL1 x < L1  (28)
Smax X

Y0DT = ROT h L, < x <L2 (29)

Smax

VOT and VOC are introduced for convenience, and they are defined as

VOT = NT = VCT (30)
Smax VTmax

voc = R = Vcc (31)
Smax VCmax

with vc and vrax defined in Eq. 8.
Then, for the upper portions of the beam, substituting Eqs. 24 - 26 into Eq. 20 yields:

= 2 b v , fI36x(vcc - voc)mc v I~ "lhLt VCmul
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+ dy dx] (32)

Denoting the first integral of Eq. 4.1.15 as IC1 and the second as IC2 and integrating for
integer values of mc

h Li fm~(_l)k C(MC+1,k)v 1k i O -v+-(-k "~ ~itv
Icl (mc+1) I mc+l--k J(-1)n•' &1 Invoc

Ik-0

(33)

and

1 L2 hL2  (1- vocYmc+j (34)

(mc+ I)

result. C(mc+1 ,k) denotes the binomial coefficients defined by

C(mc+l ,k) k (mc+l)!
k! (mc+1-k)I (35)

Substituting Eqs. 33and 34 into Eq. 32

xC = -2 b (C 1 + IC2) (36)Xc=(VcC - vocFmC v (s

is obtained.

Similarly for the lower portions of the beam where the stresses are greater than the
minimum tensile strength ROT,

XT 2 b (IT1 + IT2) (37)
(VcT -VOTY)~ 'T IT

where
I'n= L• {•o vm1-k

h(Tl) r _1)k C(mc+1,k)VkT 1 T+ -(-1f+'1vf+' InvOT\
(mT+ 1 1 TMT+1- kJ

(38)

and
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IM hL2• (1-_ VOTynT'l (39)

(mT + 1)

Thus, the total stressed-volume integral, X., becomes

X= 2. { !A (ITI + 172) + (Ic1 + tC2) (40)S(VCT - voTyPr (vcc - vocr,

where IT1, I12, Icl and IC2 are defined by the above equations. The foregoing reliability analysis
for isotropic beams will, in the next section, be compared to one based on finite element
methods.

Notched Beams

Finite Element Reliability Analysis for Notched Bears

To compare the results of unnotched and notched beam bending, both beams are
analyzed with the aid of a finite element program that calculates the maximum principal stresses in
each element. The stresses and the corresponding surface areas are stored. Once this has been
accomplished, the largest maximum stress, Smax, in the beam is searched out; each stress is

divided by Smax; the safety factors: VcT" RcT for tensile stresses, and VCc -Rc- for
S max S max

compressive stresses are calculated and these are substituted into the finite element version of
Eq. 7.

In'=2= 1 V I ST L T VbA

L (VcT - VOTlV i mx

a" V (41)(VCVC1 v 6

It is assumedt irat mrn=mT=m.

The material properties used for the isotropic beam analysis are:

E = 2.14 (msi) v. 0.2

These were measured for the material in the warp direction [Part I]. The finite element results are
compared to the closed form analysis in Fig. 25, where reliability is plotted as function of load
carrying capacity. It is seen that the two methods produce very similar information.

To compare finite element results for unnotched and notched beams, they are analyzed
with an identical mesh. The reliability of a sold (unnotched) beam due to tensile principal stresses
alone and that due to tensile and compressive stresses combined as a function of load carrying
capacity are also presented in Fig. 25while those of a notched beam are shown in Fig.26. In the
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figures, T denotes the reliability due to tensile stresses only, T+C the reliability due to tensile and
compressive stresses combined and CF the reliability based on the closed-form solution.

For an unnotched beam, the compressive stresses have a significant effect on the total
failure while for a notched beam, the contribution from these stresses is small. This may be
interpreted as follows: Carbon-carbon has different mean strengths in tension (13.4 ksi) and in
compression (8.3 ksi). In other words, the beam as a whole is much stronger in tension than in
compression. As a result, for an unnotched beam, the elements in the top portion fail in
compression before elements at the bottom start to fail in tension at higher a load. Thus,
compressive stresses contribute much to the total failure. On the other hand, for a notched
beam, tensile stresses near the notch tip are very high compared with those for an unnotched
beam. (Maximum stress for an unnotched beam is about 33 (psi) and that for a notched beam is
about 78 (psi) for 1 pound load.) Yet, stress distributions of both notched and unnotched beams
away from the notch are quite similar. Hence; elements above the neutral surface in both beams
undergo failure in compression at pretty much the same levels of load, while elements around the
notch tip start to fail in tension at lower load levels than in the unnotched beam, thereby shifting
the reliability graph to the left (to the lower side of load).

The comparison between the reliability of an unnotched beam and that of a notched
beam due to tensile stresses alone as functions of load carrying capacity is presented in Fig. 27
and that due to tensile and compressive stresses combined in Fig. 28. The reliabilities of a solid
(unnotched) beam due to tensile principal stresses only and those due to tensile and
compressive stresses combined as functions of maximum principal stress are plotted in Fig. 29
and those of a notched beam are presented in Fig.30. Unnotched and notched beam reliabilities
due to tensile stresses only as functions of maximum principal stress are compared in Fig. 31
while the effects of tensile and compressive stresses combined are presented in Fig. 32.

Specimen geometry and strength parameters used in the calculation are shown in Table 4
and load carrying capacities of unnotched and notched beams at 0.5 reliability level are compared
with experimental failure loads in Table 5. Unnotched beams obviously carry more load (about
twice as much) than notched beams. The analytical load carrying capacity of an unnotched beam
(0.562 kip) is very close to that obtained by experiment (0.493 kip) when only tensile stresses are
considered in the analysis. When both tensile & compressive stresses are included, the load
carrying capacity predicted by analysis (0.313 kip) is a lot less than tnat obtained by experiment
(0.493 kip). For a notched beam, both the analytical failure load due to tensile stresses alone
(0.270 kip) and that due to tensile & compressive stresses combined (0.253 kip) coincide very
well with experimental failure loads (0.250 kip).

It is also observed from Table 5 that the maximum principal stress at failure is greater for a
notched beam than for an unnotched beam. The maximum principal stresses at failure for an
unnotched beam are 19.944 (ksi) when only tensile stresses are considered and 10.437 (ksi)
when both tensile & compressive stresses are involved. Those for a notched beam are 27.375
(ksi) for tensile stresses alone and 25.000 (ksi) when both tensile & compressive stresses are
considered. The ratios of notched to unnotched theoretical strength are 1.41 for tensile stresses
alone and 2.40 for both tensile & compressive stresses considered. These numbers can be
applied in calculating the experimental failure strength for the notched beam. Because the
experenintal failure loads match the calculated loads (tension only) very well, it may be assumed
that the calculated failure strength ratio of 1/0.710 = 1.41 indicates the increased strength of the
small volume of material at the notch tip. This increase in strength is an indication of the size
effect.

The reliability contours for an unnotched beam due to tensile stresses only and those
due to tensile and compressive stresses combined are presented in Figs. 33 and 34 at the 0.5 kip
load level. Similar contours are plotted in Figs. 35 and 36 at the 0.25 kip load level for a notched
beam.
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Composite Beams

To preserve the effect of interlaminar shear stresses in the reliability analysis of laminated
composite beams, Eq. 2.1.8 is modified so that the reliability is expressed in terms of cartesian
stress components rather than principal stresses [Sun and Yamada, 19781. Then the total
reliability L becomes

L - L.., x L,, x L... (42)

where Ox, C'z are longitudinal stress and transverse normal stress, Tzx is the interlaminar shear

stress, La, , LL are the reliabilities due to Ox, Oz and lzx, respectively, defined by the
following:

~texp ax( -Rol

Laz = exp [- -yz (43)

where Rol and R0 3 are minimum strengths in the x, z directions, respectively, Rcl and Rc3 are
characteristic strengths in the x, z directions, respectively, and R05 and Rc5 are minimum and
characteristic shear strengths in the xz plane, respectively,

The dimensions of composite beams are as follows:

L1 - 0.8125 (in), L2 = 1.0 (in), b - 0.485 (in), d = 0.38 (in)

In all computations, a Weibull shape parameter of m-6 will be used. Material properties and
strength parameters used in the analysis are presented in Table 6 and comparison between
analysis and experiments is shown in Table 7.

The reliability of an unnotched composite beam due to tensile longitudinal stress alone,
that due to tensile & compressive components combined and that due to all stresses, including
intertaminar normal and shear stresses, as functions of load carrying capacity are plotted in Fig. 37.
Those of a notched composite beam are shown in Fig. 38. In the figures, the designations: XT
stands for the reliability due to tensile stress alone, XT + XC that due to tensile & compressive
stress components combined, and XT + XC + SI that due to the interlaminar normal & shear
stresses combined in addition to the longitudinal stress components.

As seen in the case of an isotropic beam, the compressive stresses contribute
significantly to the total failure for an unnotched composite beam also while for a notched
composite beam the contribution is small. Similar arguments can be applied to interpret this
phenomenon: Fibers are the major load carrying mechanism, and therefore can resist a larger load
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(Mean fiber strengths are 24.8 (ksi) in tension and 14.0 (ksi) in compression whereas mean matrix
strength is 2 (ksi) in both tension and compression). At an early stage of loading, most of the
failures occur in matrix elements followed by failure of fibers. For an unnotched composite beam,
as the fiber strength in compression is only about half as high as that in tension, the fibers fail first
in compression and final failure takes place when fibers fail in tension at higher load. Thus the
compressive stresses play a significant role in the total failure.

For a notched composite beam, however, the stresses at the notch tip are much higher
than those of an unnotched composite beam whereas the stress distribution away from the notch
is pretty much alike for both beams. Therefore, while the fibers fail in compression in the same
fashion as they do in the unnotched beam, tensile stresses participate in the failure process
earlier in a notched beam and fibers start to break in tension at a relatively low load level. Hence,
the contribution of compressive stresses to the total failure is not as significant for notched beams
as in the case of unnotched beams. This is the reason why compressive stresses contribute
much to unnotched beam failures but not to those of notched beams. In contrast to isotropic
beams interlaminar stresses are present in composite beams and as the interlaminar strengths are
low (mean strength of 1.5 ksi), the failure due to interlaminar stresses starts at the very low load
level followed by compressive and eventually tensile fiber failures.

The comparison between the reliability of an unnotched composite beam and that of a
notched composite beam due to tensile stresses only as functions of load carrying capacity is
presented in Fig. 39 while the effects of all stress components combined are shown in Fig. 40. At
a reliability level of 0.5, the load carrying capacity of an unnotched beam and a notched beam are
0.345 (kips) and 0.167 (kips), respectively, whereas the experimental ultimate failure loads are
0.505 (kips) and 0.288 (kips), respectively. In view of the fact that ultimate failure occurs when all
the fiber layers fail, the 0.345 kips load may be interpreted as first-fiber-ply-failure load for an
unnotched composite beam, and the 0.167 kips for a notched beam. For an isotropic beam,
there is no such thing as first-ply-failure. When an element breaks, the crack propagates very
rapidly and this makes the reliability analysis for isotropic beams agree very well with experiments.
On the other hand, for composite beams, there exists a so-called first-ply-failure, and the
composite beam can sustain more load after first-ply-failure occurs. The experimental ultimate
failure load is obtained after all the plies fail, and it is for this reason that progressive failure analysis
is necessary.

The reliabilities of an unnotched composite beam due to tensile components of
longitudinal stress alone, due to tensile & compressive components combined and due to
interlaminar normal and shear stresses included as functions of maximum longitudinal stress are
plotted in Fig. 41 and those of a notched beam are presented in Fig.42. The comparison
between the reliability of an unnotched beam and that of a notched beam due to tensile stresses
only as a function of maximum longitudinal stress is shown in Fig. 43 and effects of all stress
components combined are presented in Fig. 44.

It is interesting to note from Fig. 40 that the load carrying capacities for both beams when
all the stress components are considered are close to each other (0.122 kips for unnotched beam
and 0.117 kips for notched beam). The reason for this is that the stress distributions for both
unnotched and notched beams are nearly identical away from the notched region. Furthermore,
the fiber strength is so high that only a few elements near the notch tip region contribute to failure
and that by the time fibers start to break in tension, other stress components have already
reduced the total reliability to nearly zero. It is to be noted that as more stress components are
considered in the analysis, the load carrying capacity at 0.5 reliability level approaches the first-ply-
failure load. To demonstrate this, first-ply-failure analysis was performed on the composite beam
using Brewer-Lagace's delamination criterion and the delamination pan of the proposed criteria.
Only three stress components, namely, Ox, oz, and Ozx, enter the calculation. The load carrying
capacity of both beams at 0.5 reliability level when all the stress
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components are considered is compared with first-ply-failure loads based on the two delamination
critera and also with experiment in Table 14.

To compare the reliability of unnotched and notched composite beams at the same load
level, reliability contours are created for both unnotched and notched beams at 0.2 kips load level.
The contours are shown in Fig. 45 and 46.

Reliability of Composite Plates under Transverse Loading

Reliability of square and rectangular plates with and without a hole is investigated in this
section. The dimensions of the square plate are 6.5 x 6.5 (in) and the net loaded area is 6 x 6 (in).
Those of the rectangular plates are 9.75 x 6.5 (in) and the net loaded area is 9.25 x 6.0 (in). The
thickness of these plates is 0.485 (in) and the diameter of the hole is 0.64 (in). The aspect ratios
(i.e. side-length-to-thickness ratio w/h) are 12.4 for both plates. Material properties and strength
parameters used in the analysis are presented in Table 8.

Extension of "Weakest Link" Reliability to Account for Interlaminar Shear Stresses

tzx and czy

For laminated plates under transverse loading, the stress field is no longer in a plane
stress state. To account for the effect of interlaminar shear stresses to the total reliability, Eq. 42
should be extended to the following:

L = L2D x L3D = (Ll x L2 x L6) x (L4 x L.5 ) (44)

where L2D = L, x L2 x L6 and L3 D = L-4 x L5 are the reliabilities due to a 2-D stress field and
additional interlaminar stress field, respectively, defined by

Ll = exp - yFx --Rol

Li ~ Rc -x[fO .. Rojl ý .L

O Re -R02 M2L2 =exp[ L( Rc2 -Ro 2 )

L4 = exp [( 45)
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In this equation the transverse normal stress Oz is neglected. By separating the total reliability into
two parts, it is anticipated that the contribution from the interlaminar shear stresses to the total
reliability can be clarified. It is assumed that ml =m2=m3=m4=m5=m=6 in the analysis.

Square Plates under Transverse Loading

Square Plate without a Hole

The reliabilities of square plates without a hole as functions of uniform pressure, load, and
maximum stress are presented in Figs. 47, 49, and 50. The contributions from tensile stress,
compressive stress, in-plane shear stress 012, interlaminar shear stresses c32 and a31 are
separated in the figures. The designations: T, C, 2-D stresses, 2-D + s23, 2-D stresses + s23 +
s13 in the figures, denote tensile stress, compressive stress, 2-D stress field which includes in-
plane shear stress 012, interlaminar shear stress 03 2 added to 2-D stress field, and interlaminar
shear stresses a31 and 03 2 added to 2-D stress field, respectively.

Square Plate with a Hole

The reliabilities of square plates with a hole as functions of uniform pressure, load, and
maximum stress are plotted in Figs. 48, 50, and 52.

4.2.3 Rectangular Plates under Transverse Loading

4.2.3.1. Rectangular Plate without a Hole

The reliabilities of rectangular plates without a hole as functions of uniform pressure, load,
and maximum stress are presented in Figs. 53, 55, and 57.

4.2.3.2. Rectangular Plate with a Hole

The reliabilities of rectangular plates with a hole as functions of uniform pressure, load,
and maximum stress are presented in Figs. 54, 56, and 58.

As presented in Figs. 47 - 48, analysis shows that for this particular type of woven carbon-
carbon composite plate where the interlaminar shear moduli are low but strengths are relatively
high, the contribution from the interlaminar shear stresses is little. This conclusion is supported by
experimental results [Part I]. The comparison of reliabilities of both square and rectangular plates
with and without a hole as functions of pressure is shown in Fig. 59, and as functions of total load
in Fig. 60. In these figures, the designations: S,NH stand for a square plate without a hole, S,H a
square plate with a hole, R,NH a rectangular plate without a hole, and R,H a rectangular plate with a
hole.

From Fig. 59, it is seen that the intensities of uniform load at 0.5 reliability level are 0.15
(ksi) for a square plate without a hole and 0.125 (ksi) for a square plate with a hole while they are
0.09 (ksi) and 0.07 (ksi) for rectangular plates without a hole and with a hole, respectively. The
failure loads at 0.5 reliability level are 5.6 (kips) for a square plate without a hole, 4.42 (kips) for a
square plate with a hole, 4.90 (kips) for a rectangular plate without a hole, and 3.85 (kips) for a
rectangular plate with a hole.
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The failure loads at 0.5 reliability level are compared with those predicted by first-ply-
failure analysis and also with those obtained by experiment. As no experiment was performed on
the square plate without a hole, the comparison is made with those 3 plates tested, namely square
plate with a hole, rectangular plate without a hole, and with a hole. The comparison of reliabilities
of square plates without a hole and with a hole as functions of ax,max is shown in Fig. 61. The
effects are presented in Fig. 62 for rectangular plates. As maximum stress occurs in different
direction for square plate and rectangular plate, the reliability-maximum stress curves are
separated for both cases.

The reliability contours at the top matrix layer and at the fiber layer second from the bottom
are plotted in Figs. 63 - 67 at 100 psi pressure level for all plates considered. For this level of load
intensity, no layer of the square plate without a hole shows failure. The fiber layers of the square
plate with a hole do not show failure either. Only the matrix layers fail at that load level and the
contour is presented in Fig. 63. .The reliability contours of the rectangular plate without a hole at
top matrix layer and at bottom fiber layer (above the bottom matrix layer) at 100 psi pressure are
shown in Fig. 64 and 65, respectively. The reliability contours of the rectangular plate with a hole
at top matrix layer and at bottom fiber layer at 100 psi pressure are shown in Fig. 66 and 67,
respectively. As the reliability contours due to 2-D stress field and 3-D stress field are nearly
identical, only the contours due to 3-D stress field are shown.
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FAILURE ANALYSIS

The reliability analysis does provide probability of failure on a certain layer of a composite
structure, at some elements on a layer, but does not provide the mode of failure, the failure load or
the location of failure, unless a probability level is pre-assigned. This information on the failure of
composite structures is very important in design considerations. It is therefore necessary to
supplement the reliability analysis with failure analysis.

Modeling of Failure In a Laminated Composite Plate

Although there are numerous failure criteria in the literature for a uni-directionally
reinforced lamina, none are universally agreed upon and different criteria predict greatly different
results [Soni, 1983). Most of the criteria in the literature are of tensor polynomial type. The major
shortcoming of the polynomial-type failure criteria is, however, that even though they can predict
the initiation of failure, they do not say anything about the failure modes, failure locations, and so
on. These are very important in the design and analysis of composite structures. Moreover, it is
not evident that all of the distinct failure modes can be represented by a single failure criterion
[Hashin, 1980].

There are various different failure modes that occur in the fiber, matrix and fiber-matrix
interface as indicated by experimental observations [Pipes and Cole, 1973; Kim, 1981]. The
various different failure modes may have their own failure criteria and further, these criteria may be
of different form for tensile and compressive stresses. Failure criteria based on this notion have
been proposed by Hashin 11980] and other authors [Lee, 1981; Brewer and Lagace, 1988;
Hwang and Sun, 1989]. In these, the general three-dimensional stresses are considered, and
each of the failure modes is modeled separately by a quadratic tensor polynomial containing the
appropriate stress compor gnts.

Review of Failure Criteria

In this work, various failure criteria are grouped into two categories, namely, Category I,
failure criteria that do not give information about the failure modes and Category II, those that do.
Therefore, Tsai-Wu's and Hoffman's criteria belong to Category I, and maximum stress failure
criteria, Hashin's criteria, Lee's criteria, Brewer and Lagace's criterion, and so on, belong to
Category II. In the review that follows, the authors' symbols and nomenclatures are used, in
general.

Category I Failure Criteria

Tsai-Wu's Failure Criterion

The most general failure criterion for composite materials is the quadratic tensor
polynomial criterion of Tsai-Wu [1971]

Fic r + F1 ai aj = 1, ij = 1,2, ..., 6 (summation convention applies)
(46)

Here, ai are the stress tensor components in the material coordinate system (01 = 011, 02 = 022,
03 = 033, 04 = T23, 05 = T31, 06 =T112) and Fi and Fij are the components of the strength
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tensors of the second and fourth order, respectively. All the failure criteria examined here are the
degenerate cases of this tensor polynomial criterion. The Tsai-Wu failure criterion can be written
in a long-hand form as

F, al +F 2 a2 +F 3 a3 +F,11 o'I +F22"22+ F330+ F4024+ F5s+ Fr6

+ 2F12c01a2 + 2F 13a 10 3 + 2F23 y20 3 = 1 (47)

where

F1 - 1 F2 =---- 1 F3 - 1
XT XC YT YC ZT ZC

1 F22 = 1 F33 = 1
XTXC YTYC ZTZC

F4= 1 FS5 == 12 F66= 1

S 23
2  S 13

2  S 12
2

F12 1 - F13 = -- 1 F23 = - 1_ 1
2 IXTXcYTYc, 2 Y XTXCZTZC, 2 fYTYcZTZC

(48)

where XT,YT and ZT are the uniaxial tensile strengths in the 1-, 2- and 3-directions, XC,YC and ZC
are the uniaxial compressive strengths in the 1-, 2- and 3-directions, respectively and S2 3 , S13,
and S12 are the shearing strengths in the 23-, 13-, and 12-planes, respectively.

Hoffman's Failure Criterion

Hoffman's failure criterion [1967] has the same form as Tsai-Wu's.
The coefficients F1, F2 , F3, F11 , F2 2 , F33, F44, F55,F 6 6 are also the same as those for the Tsai-
Wu failure criterion while

__!•I 1 + 1 _

F13 = - 1" + ( -
FZ XTXC TZC YTYC

F23 _ +_1 -1__
2 YTYc ZTZc XTXc

(49)

Category II Failure Criteria

Maximum Stress Failure Criteria

In the maximum stress failure criteria the failure is said to occur if the stresses in the
material coordinate system are larger than the respective strengths, that is, for tensile stresses,
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01 >XT
Y2>YT
03 >ZT

It 1 2 1 > S12
IT231 > $23
I't131 > S13 (50)

where XT,YT and ZT are the uni-axial tensile strengths in the 1-, 2- and 3-directions, respectively,
and S23, S13, and S12 are the shearing strengths in the 23-, 13-, and 12-planes, respectively.
When the stresses oi, 02, and a3 are negative, they should be compared with corresponding
compressive strengths (XC, YC, ZC). If any one of the foregoing inequalities is satisfied, then it is
assumed that the material has failed by the failure mechanism associated with the stress
component. There is no interaction between modes of failure in these criteria.

Hashin's Failure Criteria

Hashin [1980] proposed the following three-dimensional failure criteria of unidirectional
fiber composites:

i) Tensile Fiber Mode, Oll > 0

Olli+A r2 + I L 022 +'E23)--"1)

where G0, is the tensile failure strength in the fiber direction and TA is the axial failure shear, or

01G = (A (52)

ii) Compressive Fiber Mode, (;11 < 0

ll= -- A (53)

where 6A is an absolute value of compressive failure strength in the fiber direction.

iii) Tensile Matrix Mode, 022 + 033 > 0

where 0%+, 6T are the tensile and compressive failure strength in the transverse fiber direction, and
TT is the transverse failure shear.

iv) Compressive Matrix Mode, 0122 + 0Y33 < 0
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6(C;22 + C;33) + 1 (C2 y32+1 ('223 - C;22C33) + j-(?1-2 + 'Z213)=1S•'E 4,T2 4T2 +T232+ T

(55)

Lee's Failure Criteria

Lee [19811 proposed two failure criteria for two failure modes, i.e., fiber mode and matrix mode as

follows:

i) Fiber Failure;

L ('12 + 1 =1 (56)
tA

where 'A is the axial shear strength associated with 1-2 and 1-3 planes, or

O1i = XT (57)

where XT is the tensile failure strength in the fiber direction.

ii) Matrix Failure;

LT1 ( 2 l) (58)

where TT is the transverse shear strength in the 2-3 plane, or

C22 = YT (59)

where YT is the tensile strength in the 2 - direction.

Brewer and Lagaces Failure Criterion for Delanination

Brewer and Lagace [19881 proposed the following failure criterion for delamination:
ýCxz r + ýaYZ ý2 atz;• _)

z_ __' z (&zJ=1 (60)

where Zt, Zc are tensile and compressive interlaminar normal strength, Zsx and Zsy are
interlaminar shear strength for cxz and cryz. respectively. "The superscript T and c' on azz
indicate that tensile values of interlaminar normal stress should be compared to the tensile
interlaminar normal strength and compressive values of interlaminar normal stress should be
compared to the compressive interianinar normal strength.*
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Development of Three-Dimensional Failure Criteria for a Bi-Directional Composite Larmina

Proposed Failure Criteria for an Orthotropic Composite Lamina

Starting from the general three-dimensional tensor polynomial failure criterion, it is
proposed that the following three separate criteria be used for identifying the failure in bi-
directional orthotropic composite laminae. These separate failure modes have different criteria for
tensile and compressive stresses.

1) fiber failure mode in 1 -direction

i) tensile failure:

Experimental observation indicates that tensile failures are perpendicular to the
longitudinal (fiber) direction and there is no evidence of shearing. Hence, fiber breakage in warp
(1) direction is assumed to occur due to tensile stress in the fiber direction when the following
inequality is satisfied:

01 + (61)
× ××---XTXC

where XT and XC are the uni-axial tensile and compressive strengths in the 1-direction,

respectively.

ii) compression/shear combined failure:

Compressive specimens tail along diagonal surfaces indicating influence of shear
stresses, therefore, fiber micro-buckling/rupture in the warp direction is assumed to occur due to
compressive stress in the fiber direction and interlaminar shear stress T31 when the following
inequality is satisfied:

01 + (62)
(XT -C XTXC S 3 1-

where S31 is the interlaminar shear strength in the 1-3 plane.

2) fiber failure mode in 2-direction

i) tensile failure:

fiber breakage in the fill (2) direction is assumed to occur when the following inequality is satisfied:

Ž1+ (63)

where YT and YC are the uni-axial tensile and compressive strengths in the 2-direction,
respectively.

ii) compression/shear combined failure:
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fiber micro-buckling/rupture in the fill direction is assumed to occur as a result of compressive
stress in the 2- direction and interlaminar shear stress in the 2-3 plane when the following
inequality is satisfied:

1yT-C)02 2 + YT [ T322 > 1(64)

( - T YTYC 3

where YT and YC are tensile and compressive strengths in the fill direction, and S3 2 is interlarninar
shear strength in the 2-3 plane.

3) delamination failure mode:

i) interlaminar normal failure:

it is assumed that fiber-matrix interface debonding occurs by positive interlaninar normal
stress, 033, when the following inequality is satisfied:

03 i + )Ži (65)

where ZI is interlaminar normal strength.

ii) interlaminar planar failure:

it is assumed that delamination occurs by interlarminar shear stresses T31 and T32 when
the following inequality is satisfied:

(t31 r + (ýa.)2r + '11 1' (66)
S31 • S32 S 3 1 S3 2

where S31 and S32 are interlaminar shear strengths in the 1-3 plane and 2-3 plane, respectively.
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Failure Analysis

In order to supplement the reliability analysis, failure analysis is carried out by making use
of the above failure criteria. This provides the failure load, its mode and location from the various
failure criteria's viewpoint.

First-Ply-Failure Analysis of Carbon-Carbon Composite Plates

First-ply-failure (abbreviated FPF) analysis is performed on carbon-carbon composite
plates under uniform transverse load. The failure criteria used are those introduced previously
and the failure criteria proposed in this work. The proposed failure criteria for an orthotropic lamina
are applied to the carbon-carbon composite plates with varying aspect ratios to compute the FPF
load, its mode and location. The results are compared with failure loads obtained by reliability
analysis 0.5 reliability level and also with the ultimate failure loads obtained by experiments in Fig.
68. In the figure, S denotes a square plate, R a rectangular plate, H a plate with a hole and N a
plate without a hole. The plates considered are a square plate with a hole, rectangular plates with
and without holes. The geometry and the dimensions are the same as those considered ealier.
The aspect ratios, b/h, applied are 5, 12.4, 20, 50 and 100 and to keep the layup of each plate the
same, the thickness of the fiber and matrix layers is kept constant so that the corresponding
numbers of layers are 101, 41, 25, 11 and 5, respectively. All plates considered are simply
supported and subjected to uniform transverse load. The simply supported boundary condition
used in the experiments and in the stress analysis is explained in the section on plate bending
tests. The matrix and fiber layers are alternating from the top of each plate so that the matrix
layers cover the plate on top and bottom. As only plates with an aspect ratio of 12.4 were tested
[Part I], there is une experimental ultimate failure load datum for each plate. The failure load, its
mode and location predicted by the proposed criteria are tabulated in Table 9 for a square plate
with a hole, in Table 10 and Table 11 for a rectangular plate without a hole and with a hole,
respectively. For the particular plates considered, the predicted FPF loads are 3.033, 5.605 and
2.828 (kips) for a square plate with a hole, for a rectangular plate without a hole and with a hole,
respectively, while the experimental ultimate failure loads are 20.479, 19.98 and 19.974 (kips),
respectively. The ratios of the experimental ultimate failure loads to the FPF loads predicted by
the proposed failure criteria are 6.75, 3.565 and 7.063. It is reported [Hwang and Sun, 1989] that
for a graphite-epoxy plate with a hole under in-plane loading, the ratio of experimental failure load
to the FPF load is 6.6. The layup considered there is [+_0]s where 0 equals 0.

To compare predicted FPF loads further with experimental failure loads as a function of
aspect ratio, relatively small (6.5" x 5") rectangular plates without a hole were chosen. In order to
produce several aspect ratios, one thick plate was sliced into 3 thin pieces. The thickness of the
plates thus machined are 0.1825 (in), 0.059 (in), and 0.0445 (in) and, therefore, the aspect ratios
are 24.66, 76.27, and 101.12, respectively. The plates were simply supported on all 4 edges (for
simple-support boundary condition used in the analysis, see Fig. 8) and a uniform transverse load
was applied. The actual loaded area was 6" x 4.5". The FPF analysis was performed on the same
rectangular plates with 6 different aspect ratios ranging from about 20 to 135. Again, matrix layers
and fiber layers are alternating from the top of each plate and the plates considered have 21, 15,
11, 7, 5, and 3 layers. Their thicknesses are 0.247, 0.200, 0.128, 0.081, 0.057, and 0.033 (in),
respectively, with corresponding aspect ratios: 18.20, 22.53, 35.05, 55.67, 78.86 and 135.20.
The same 5 by 4 finite element mesh with 9 - node elements that was used for rectangular plates
without a hole was adopted to compute stresses. Only a quarter plate was modeled in the
analysis.
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The Tsai-Wu criterion, maximum stress criteria and the proposed criteria are chosen for
comparison with experimental failure loads. The proposed criteria give nearly identical failure
loads with maximum stress criteria whereas Tsai-Wu's criterion gives slightly higher failure loads.
The comparison of failure loads produced by FPF analysis and by experiments is shown in Fig. 69.
The 3 plates failed at 3.66 (kips), 0.95 (kip) and 0.81 (kip) and the predicted FPF loads on those
plates are about 0.8 (kip), 0.14 (kip) and 0.11 (kip), respectively. The ratios of the experimental
ultimate failure loads to the FPF loads predicted by the proposed criteria are 4.58 for a rectangular
plate with aspect ratio 24.66, 6.79 with aspect ratio 76.27 and 7.36 with aspect ratio 101.12,
respectively.

Reliability analysis was also performed on those carbon-carbon rectangular plates with
various aspect ratios and the failure loads are plotted in the same figure. It is seen in the Fig. 69
that the FPF loads are very close to those predicted by reliability analysis.

When the FPF occurs, the ply is considered to have effectively no stiffness (very low
value for computation purposes) and the load is re-distributed among other load carying members
so that the plate can sustain more loads. As the experimental failure loads are obtained after all
major load carrying mechanisms (i.e. fiber layers) break, they are naturally much higher than the
FPF loads. To properly address this problem, a progresive failure analysis would have to be
performed. Such an analysis is beyond the scope of the present work.

Comparison of the Proposed Criteria with Other Criteria

The proposed failure criteria are compared with other criteria. Even though the proposed
failure criteria are for bi-directional orthotropic lamina, they are applied to uni-directional graphite-
epoxy lamina to compare with the existing criteria. In such a case, the fiber failure in the 2-direction
is considered as matrix failure in 2-direction, and all other failure modes remain unchanged.

To compare the FPF loads (pressures) predicted by the proposed criteria with those
predicted by various other failure criteria, typical laminated composite plates made of graphite-
epoxy under transverse loading are considered. The material properties of graphite-epoxy plates
used are as follows [Reddy, 1984]:

El = 25.0 msi, E2 = 1.0 msi, v12 = 0.25, G12 = G13 = 0.5 msi, G23 = 0.2 msi
XT=2210, XC= 250, YT =7,YC 25 ,$ 12 =S13 =9,$23 =4 (ksi)
thickness of each layer = 0.005 inch

The laminates considered have a stacking sequence of [0/901s. The length of the square
plates, a, is 2 inches and the aspect ratios are 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100. The laminates are simply
supported and subjected to a sinusoidally distributed transverse load of the following form:

p i sin- (67)

where Po is the maximum pressure and a is the dimension of the plates.

As the experimental data are not available, the first-ply-failure pressures are compared
with each other. The FPF pressures predicted by various failure criteria are plotted in Fig. 70. The
FPF pressures are normalized as

P FPF x - (68)
100
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where FPF is the normalized pressure and s is the aspect ratio, a/h, and are plotted in Fig. 71. For
plates with aspect ratios equal to 10 and 100, the FPF pressures, modes and the locations in
terms of layer number, element number and Gauss point number are tabulated in Table12 and
Table13, respectively.

For a moderately thick plate ( i.e. aspect ratio equal to 10), different failure modes are
predicted even though the failure loads are similar. For instance, the failure mode based on
Hashin's criteria is matrix cracking and that based on Lee's is fiber breakage, while maximum stress
criteria, Brewer and Lagace's criterion and the proposed criteria predict failure due to interlarninar
shear stresses.

For a very thin plate with aspect ratio equal to 100, FPF loads are almost the same except
for Lee's criteria and the failure is due to matrix cracking.

Brewer and Lagace's criterion is a delamination criterion and as can be seen in Fig. 70 and
Fig. 72, it is suitable for the moderately thick to thick plate whose aspect ratio is less than 10
suggesting that delamination is also an important failure mechanism to moderately thick plates.

Lee's criteria gave the most conservative failure loads for plates with aspect ratios greater
than 10. The proposed criteria showed good agreement with Hashin's criteria and maximum
stress criteria.
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Comparison of Reliability Analysis with First-ply-failure Analysis~and
Experiments

As the reliability analysis based on the weakest link theory assumes that the whole
component fails if one element fails, it is also a first-ply-failure type analysis. It is for this reason that
the reliability analysis is compared with FPF analysis in this section. As the median value is close to
the mean value, failure loads at 0.5 reliability level are compared with those obtained by FPF
analysis, which uses mean properties.

Composite Beams

In an attempt to relate the probabilistic failure analysis (i.e. reliability analysis) to the FPF
analysis, the failure loads for carbon-carbon composite beams predicted by reliability analysis at
0.5 reliability level are compared with those predicted by FPF analysis which employs the Brewer-
Lagace's delamination criteria and the proposed criteria. Comparison is also made with
experimental ultimate failure loads. The comparison is presented in Table 14.

For an unnotched composite beam, the failure load at 0.5 reliability level is about 70 % of
the experimental value (0.506 kip from experiment and 0.345 from analysis) while for a notched
composite beam, it is about 60 % (0.289 kip from experiment and 0.167 from analysis)when only
tensile stresses are considered. However, the ratio of unnotched to notched failure loads
obtained by reliability analysis (2.066) is close to the experimental ratio of 1.752. When all stress
components including interlaminar stresses are considered, the failure loads predicted by
reliability analysis are much more conservative. The ratios of experimental failure load to that
predicted by reliability analysis at 0.5 reliability level are about 4 for an unnotched composite beam
(0.506 kip from experiment and 0.122 from analysis) and 2.5 for a notched composite beam
(0.289 kip from experiment and 0.117 from analysis).

Composite Plates

The failure loads for carbon-carbon composite plates under transverse load predicted by
reliability analysis at 0.5 reliability level are compared with those predicted by FPF analysis which
employs the proposed cntena. The companson is made also with the experimental ultimate failure
loads. The comparison is presented in Table 15.

The ratios of experimental failure load to that predicted by reliability analysis at 0.5
reliability level are about 4.6 for a square laminate with a hole (20.479 kip from experiment and
4.42 from analysis), 4.1 for a rectangular laminate without a hole (19.980 kip from experiment and
4 90 from analysis) and 5.2 for a rectangular laminate with a hole (19.974 kip from expenment and
3.85 from analysis)

It is also shown in Fig. 69 that the failure loads predicted by reliability analysis are very
close to FPF loads.
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CLOSURE

Discussions

One of the main objectives of this work is to verify size effects present in a brittle material.
To verify size effect experimentally, specimens with widely differing volumes would have to be
tested. Such tests are, however, impractical both from a material cost point of view and due to the
unavailability of large capacity test equipment. To avoid this difficulty and to simulate specimens of
widely varying sizes, an approach was devised: Specimens with and without stress
concentrations were tested. Specimens with stress raisers have only a "small" volume highly
stressed while specimens without such concentrations have a 'larger" volume stressed, thereby
simulating specimens with small and large size, respectively. In this manner stressed volume
ratios of the order of 1: 1000 may be achieved in the laboratory. Extensive experiments have
been performed on carbon-carbon composite beams and plates with and without stress
concentrations and size effect was confirmed on small notched and unnotched beam specimens,
which validates the approach Reliability analysis based on Weibull's weakest link hypothesis has
also been applied to composite structural components such as composite beams with and without
notches and composite plates with and without a hole using the experimental data to validate the
analysis.

The failure loads obtained from reliability analysis at 0.5 reliability level for notched and
unnotched isotropic beams under 4-point bending agree very well with those obtained by
experiments. This essentially proves the applicability of reliability analysis to brittle structural
components. For an unnotched isotropic beam agreement with experimental data is better when
tensile stresses alone are considered. On the other hand, for a notched isotropic beam, the
agreement was excellent for both cases (i.e. when tensile stresses alone are considered and
when both tensile and compressive stresses combined are considered). The ratios ot notched to
unnotched failure stresses range from 1 .4 for the case when only tensile stresses are considered
to 2.4 for the case when both tensile and compressive stresses are includeded. These numbers
represent the degree of size effect present in the material and can be used for the calculation of
experimental failure stresses.

For composite beams under 4-point bending, the agreement is not as good as that for the
isotropic case. For an unnotched composite beam, the failure load at 0.5 reliability level is about
70 % of the experimental value while for a notched composite beam, it is about 60 % when only
tensile stresses are considered. However, the ratio of unnotched to notched failure loads
obtained by reliability analysis (2.066) is close to the experimental ratio of 1.752. When all stress
components including interlaminar stresses are considered, the failure loads predicted by
reliability analysis are much more conservative. The ratios of experimental failure load to that
predicted by reliability analysis at 0.5 reliability level are about 4 for an unnotched composite beam
and 2.5 for a notched composite beam

For composite plates under transverse loading, the reliability formulation was extended to
account for 3-D stress fields including interlaminar stresses. The reliability analysis showed that for
this particular type of material the contnbution from interlaminar stresses to total failure was small
and this was confirmed by expenment [Heller et al, 1991]. The ratios of experimental failure load
to that predicted by reliability analysis at 0.5 reliability level are about 4.6 for a square laminate with
a hole , 4.1 for a rectangular laminate without a hole and 5.2 for a rectangular laminate with a hole.
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In general, the reliability analysis predicted failure loads very well for isotropic beams. For
composite beams and plates, however, the failure loads predicted were very conservative (25 %
to 40 % for composite beams under 4-point bending and 20 % to 25 % for composite plates with
and/or without a hole under transverse loading). The difference is attributed to the progressive
failure mechanisms, stress redistribution after failure at the most sensitive region and with gradual
stiffness reduction inherent in the composite structures.

Through careful examination of experimental results on carbon-carbon materials, new
failure criteria were proposed. The criteria are intended for bi-directional composite laminae,
however, as there are no failure criteria for bi-directional composite laminae appearing in the
literature, the proposed critera were applied to uni-directional composite laminae and the first-ply-
failure loads were compared with those predicted by other criteria. Very good agreement
between proposed and existing criteria was observed.

In an effort to relate the reliability analysis to FPF analysis , FPF analysis has been
performed on the same composite beams and plates considered in the reliability analysis. The
FPF analysis is based on the proposed criteria and Brewer-Lagace's criteria for composite beams
and on the proposed criteria for composite plates. The agreement between the failure loads
obtained by the two approaches was fairly good.

Future Work

By definition, first-ply-tailure criteria are point stress criteria. In other words, FPF only
detects the first element where a cert3an failure condition is met. Consequently, the FPF loads are
on the conservative side and FPF does not necessanly mean the structure will fail. As explained

• earlier, when FPF takes place, the load is re-distributed among other remaining layers and the
stiffness of the structure is reduced. This process is repeated each time a layer fails and the whole
structure tails in a gradual manner layer after layer. The analysis based on this gradual stiffness
reduction mechanism of composite structures is known as a progressive failure analysis and is
recommended as a future research work
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AoDendlx-A

Table A.1 Average Tension and Compression Data

C6

C6

C - C

S• _

IS W T 2,140 !49 13.416 .926 8.500 1.710 .426 .0g3

5 F T 1-;88 2T7 5.538 2 19 9.000 2.959 .048 203

5 W C 2.125 247 8.298 628 4.366 1.152

-14 F C 1.501 260 5.652 586 5.399 1212
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Table A.2 In-plane Shear Data

c A

CL*

S7 - - .5.682

3 8 lo,, ,A 356 017 3 251 451 22.907 11,803
3 c WF 305 "01 A328 251 43.11 13.928

5 0 F'VI 246 1,40 3 947 745 37 24 *.0. 581
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Table A.3 Interlaminar Shear Data

Test Shear Modulus Shear Strength
Osrectio G-104 p•e R . 103 ks

w G = 2.5 RcW = 2.00

F GCF= S RCF = 1,58
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Formulation of Finite Element Program ELASI

Eauilibrium Eauationstwithout body forces)

The equilibrium equations are:

- + -- = 0 (69)
ax ay

-l = 0 (70)

ax oy
where ax, Gy and zxy are normal stresses in the x- and y- directions and in-plane shear stress,
respectively

Strain-Disolacement Eauations

The strain-displacement equations for two-dimensional elasticity are

EX = xx(71)

E y = -" (72)

U d)v
7xy y + -x (73)

where ex, ey, and txy are normal strains in the x-, y-directions and in-plane shear strain,

respectively.

Constitutive Equations

The constitutive equations that represent the behavior of two-dimensional elastic
materials are.

I ~ C11 012 0 1 X (74
ay = C12 C22 0 Ey

"xy 0 0 C 3 xy

where Cij are the elastic constants. For an isotropic elastic body, these can be written in terms of
Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio v.

Boundary Conditions
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Natural Boundary Conditions:

tx= Gx nx +x ty ny =tx
and

ty = txy nx + Uy ny = ty, on 1r1 (75)

Essential Boundary conditions:

u=u

and

v = v. on F'2  (76)

where n = (nx,nly) denotes the unit normal vector to the boundary F, Fr and r 2 are disjoint

portions of the boundary, tx and ty are the specified boundary traction forces in x- and y-
directions, and u and v are the specified displacements in x- and y- directions.

Displacement Finite Element Formulation

In deriving displacement-based algebraic equations for a typical finite element, the stress
components are expressed in terms of displacements by substituting strain-displacement
equations (Eqs. 71-73) into the equilibrium equations as follows:

=x C I ---= + C 12

=012 dT+ C22 (77)

Txy = C33 (-• +

Vanational Formulation

The original differential equilibrium equations are recast in the equivalent integral
equation form (weak formulation). Then the following variational equations for a typical element
can be obtained by multiplying the equilibrium equations by weighting functions wi (i=1,2) and

integrating over the domain of the element Qe. The typical element is shown in Fig.19. The

variational form of equilibrium equations (Eqs.69- 70) over a typical element Ue is given by the
following:

Weak Statements:
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(0 O= + \--•-+ dy !

= JJ -';- I + -- -- -+ ý- I dxdy - Wltx ds (78)

(2) 0 = w 2(X + dxdY

=W33-- 1 - 2) + C2 L dxdy -- w2t, ds (79)

Finite Element Model

The two pnmary degrees of freedom u and v are approximated by the following scheme in

terms of nodal displacements uL and interpolation functions Wi as follows:

n

n

V Ve W1 XY

1v7. v, 4(x~y) (80)

ee
j=1

where U•, vI are the nodal values of the primary degrees of freedom u and v at node I,'j., kj are
the interpolation functions for u and v at node j, and n is the number of nodes in the element. For

simplicity, the same interpolation function is used for both u and v, i.e. WI i = W,

Using the above interpolation scheme for u and v, and substituting Eq. 80 into Eqs.
B178-79, the following are obtain:

n
, (K 1 UR + K. 2 vr)=t' (81)

j-1

(2) W2 =112 =,
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n
n(KZ' uO + K2 ve)= (82)

j=1

where [Ke] is the element stiffness matrix, (A') is the nodal displacement vector {Ue,Ve)T and
is the boundary 'force' vector defined as follows:

K-11 =f i C- 33 dd

K 1 =JCC 1 ix ax y ydxdy (83)

I,( ax-1y ay'

K1 i aWi + C33 dxdy (84)K f2= CA ax ay ay ax!84

I= =ftx Mi ds (85)

K,,j C33 -- j+ C 1 2 L-..--) dxdy (6K f= 3 ax ay +C2ay ax

C33/ rI j + 222 dxdy (87)K fJ N3 o)x rx ay d

= ,' ty ds (88)

Combining the system of equations above results in the following matrix equation for a
typical element:

[K11][K12] It U 1 e 1 {ll!
[K 21] [K 221 ] V) I = t2) 1 (89)

or in a compact form

[KI(AI)] (A{e =-ot (90)

Note that tx and ty are boundary traction terms defined by

tx = 0x nx + Txy ny

ty = Txy nx + ay ny (91)
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Finite Element Formulation for Nonlinear Bending of a Laminated Composite

Plate with Shear Deformation

Eauilibrium Equations

The equations for the first order shear-deformable plate theory used in the formulation of
the finite element program FNCOMPLT are

aN---x +- aNx----y= 0

ax ay (92)

ANxy + aNy

ox oy (83)

o•Qx _ QyDQ + ()Q + (t(w,Ni) = -qzox ay (94)

-M + Q -ox = 0

1 x Cy (95)

+ M Qy =( (96)

x )y

where O(w, Ni) = +-( -Nx -". Nxy) +*- Nxy* --s Y (Nx, Ny, Nxy) denote
,ay the in-

plane stress resultants, (Mx, My, Mxy) are the moment resultants, {Qx, Qy) are the transverse
shear stress resultants, respectively, defined by

Ny f= O'x dz (97)

Nxy f xyf
2

h
SOx zdz (98)

Mxy . txy

2



h
Q = f 'C yIdz (99)

2

and qz is the transverse distributed load.

Laminate Constitutive Eauations

The constitutive equations for a shear-deformable anisotropic laminated composite plate
are

JIN } : [A] [B] (F-0) (100)

(M(rv1I L [B] [D] Ii (i) I

A4 4 A4 5 1 -'yzl (101)

1%~ 1 Ak45 A55 J ixz I

where [A] is the extensional stiffness, (B] is the coupling stiffness, [D] is the bending stiffness,
respectively, defined by

n
A, = Y, O@ (Zk - zk.)

k=1 (102)

nni L i (4 - 4-1)
2 k=l (103)

3il 1 k (zk - Zkk.,), for i,i 1,2,6 (104)3 k-1

A1 is the transverse shear stiffness defined by

Ail = Ws QY i (Zk - Zk.1), for i,i , 4,5, (105)
ki t

[-] is the transformed reduced stiffness matrix, and kis the transverse shear correction

factor(5/6 used here).

Strain-Disolacement Eauations
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It is assumed that for first order shear-detormable plate theory, the displacement field is of

the form

U(x,y,z) = UO(x,y) + Z 4Ox(X,Y) (106)

u(x,y,z) = uO(x,y) + z O(x,y) (107)

w(x,y,z) = wO(x,y) (108)

where u(x,y,z), v(x,yz), w(x,y,z) are the displacements in the x,y, and z directions, respectively,

U°, VO, W0 the mid-plane displacements, Ox, Oy are the rotations of the transverse normals about
the y- and x-axis, respectively.

Then the nonlinear strain-displacement relations for the shear-deformable plate theory
with geometncal nonlineanty in the sense of von Karman are

0
Ex = Ex + ZKx (109)

0
Ey = Fy + ZK y (110)

0"Yxy = (Ixy + ZKxy (111)

0 ,)w
Yyz = "{yz = y + 1112)

o •

"Yzx = Yzx = + (113)

where Ex, Ey, xy are mid-plane strains, h)x "Y9z are transverse shear strains, respectively,
defined by

ex = - (1(114)
o X 2 -)x)

Ey =-+-1 (115)

= Y 2 ( ay

�vw + -a w (116)

0 a
"yyz tyz =- + (y 1117)
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o dw

"Yzx " YZX =L + (X (118)

and 1Cx, Icy, Klxy are bending curvatures defined by

i ax = (119)

Ky =-- (120)

ay

Kxy = + (121)

Variational Formulation

Following the same weak formulation used for two-dimensional elasticity problems. the
following vanational equations for a typical element can be obtained. The typical element is shown
in Fig. 19. It should be noted that wi (i=1,2 .. 5) are weighting functions, while w is a transverse
displacement of the plate.

Weak statements:

(1): 0 = j(1w Nx + _--- Nxy dx dy - wi(Nxnx + Nyrny) ds (122)
fa o-x idy

(2): 0= f NXNxy+ ('2-Ny) dx dy-f w2(Nxyn + Nny)ds (123)

(3):

0 ( w3 Qx + aW3 0  Nw + ('- Nxy + a- Nxy + Ny W3 qz
I ax ay 7i-- Cx ry XY " dY )x Tay

dxdy

fF ' ,w o~w o~w N •vlnyds

JrW3 Qx nx +Oyny+(ýNxL+ NXYLWV nx +(ýN,, w~ vay)~ nyJ

(124)
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(4): 0 =fJ__Mx +--Mxy+w 4 Qx dxdy- ew 4 (Mxnx+ Mxyny)ds

(125)

(5):0 Mx y +-5M +w 5 Qy dxdy - f w5 (Mxy nx + My ny)ds

(126)

where wi are the weighting functions, and from Eqs. 3.4.6 - 3.4.7, Nx, NY, Nxy, Mx, My, Mxy are

defined as follows:

NxA - I+A121-y+21-I +A16Y +- x-y

I x jx )

+ B --11 T+1 + B16 hy- + -o- (127)

N allo a ) 2  A 1T 1/aW 21 1 ua O avo+ aw awllau° ~ ~ 1w2+A22 I -a-+2-- ')+ A26l••-•@+ -• --
NY = A12 "-ýx- + 2ax yr cX -

aex a• l'bx a0y!
+ 612 -- + B22 -•- + B26 l--•- + -jj (128)Iy, ,luo a l (,v ) U vo aw w,

Nxy=A1 6  + d-f• I+A26 l- +A66- - + + -) yI

B6)x + B26 + B66 tao--+ (129)

+ D1  ay - (130)

auo 1a W21 javO 1 1w 21+ B au° avO aw awlMx = Bil --- + •--w +B2 !•- + 2•--/ + 136-1- + •'+ -x -y

r)OX .0y lao), i)(DY I
+ D12 ()y + D2 Ia,-(130)

a.lauo aw 2• Javo laW\21 Iauo NvOaw aw
Mv="1 2--+!- +2!-+--!+Bs + ax 1a2 ayl

+ Ox + D22 + D26 POX + (131)
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MxY = B16 " + + +B26 + -j + B66 - +o'-*- )W()W

+ D16 ý + D26 0 + D66I-- + I(132)

Qx = A5S + --- + (y (133)

Oy = A4.5 a + lox + A44 w + O)y (134)

Finite Element Model

The 5 primary degrees of freedom are approximated by the following scheme in terms of

nodal displacements and interpolation functions:

m
Uo= up 41

i=1

m
V0 =_ • V0 •jl1) (135)

j= 1

n

j=1

p

= 1' 0 3)O~x = -si•3

j=1

P

• 1= _ s(2 136)

where uQ, V0, Wv, S1, S2 denote the nodal values of the primary degrees of freedom at node j, Wi

is the interpolation function at node j, and m,n, and p are the number of nodes in a typical finite
element, respectively. For simplicity, the same interpolation function and the same number of
nodes are used for each of the 5 primary degrees of freedom, i.e.
ýi) = i2) = ý3)= =ji, and m=n=p.

Using the definitions above and replacing the weighting functions wi (i=1,2,3,4,5) by the

interpolation functions Wi, the variational statements (Eqs.122 - 126) can be rewritten in terms of
the element stiffness matnces, nodal displacements, and force vectors as
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(1)W1 = Xi 1) i

[K"1 Ju0} + [K 12] jv0j + [K 13] (w)}. [K 14] js1} + [K151-ýS21 ( F') (137)

(2) W2 = = Wi

[K21] (uo0 + [K22] (vo0 + [K23] (w) + [K24] {sl + [K251 }s2= (F 2 1 (138)

(3) W3 = • 2)

[K3]U0+[K3 +[K3{w}+[K4 1*[K5]s2ý=F3 (139)

(4) W4 = 'i3)' =

[K" {u0+K K421 jVoj + [K4] (w) + [K44] {elI + [K451 JS21 = 'F4 } (140)

(5) W5 = 3)

IK51] uO0 +[K521 IvOl+ [K53] {W) + [K5] {s1 I. [K55] (S21 = (F5) (141)

Combining the system of equations above results in the following matrix equation for a
typical element:

[KI1][KI l][K 3  l[K cI[K' 5 ] u F
K2][213][14][Ks 2 ,

][K ][K J[Ks] { - :F 2

[K 3 ('4][K35] 1,wl !F 31

551 2 
(14 2)

sym. 'Ks S2 ,

or in a compact form

K=A)] 1 F = (143)

where [KS(A)] is the element stiffness matrix, (A') is the nodal displacement vector

IA*)= (UU, (Vol- (W), (S', (S211'and (F*) is the 'force' vector containing boundary and the

transverse force terms. The element stiffness matrix [K(A)] is a function of nodal displacements
and the nodal displacements contain geometrically nonlinear terms which indicates that the
nonlinear algebraic equations have to be solved iteratively.
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The element stiffness matrix Kýk.I and force vector Fi are presented later.

Assembly of Element Stiffness Matrix

The element stiffness matrices are assembled for all elements in the finite element mesh
to give the following set of global algebraic equations:

[K(A)] (A{I = (F) (144)

where [K(A)] is the assembled global stiffness matrix, (A) is the 'solution' vector and IF) is the

assembled 'force' vector.

Solution Procedure (Newton-Raphson Iterative Method)

In the Newton-Raphson iteration method, the algebraic equation is rewritten in the form

'F4)' =K(A)](A) - (F) (145)

where the residual (l4A)) is defined as the vector of unbalanced nodal forces at any given

deformed state IA)"r The nonlinear solution procedure consists of searching for a vector 1 A that

renders the residual as small as possible. The deformed state JA) is an exact solution of the
discretized equations if. ana only if, the unbalanced nodal forces vanish.

Assuming that the solution is known at the r-th iteration for any given load step, the

residual vector I NA)) is expanded in Taylor series about (A•.r:
rs(a Ivtr+ecto Ir

(R ( ,R}.. + -F,,W, +... (146)

If the higher order terms are neglected, the equation above can be writteri as

I [ )r)] r = 0(147)

where [KT(A Ar)] is the tangent stiffness matrix defined by
rTII~r~1Fa(R 1

[KT({A M L )-I (148)

or
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KiT =Ki- +K 1  1 5 Yp (149)

and {'Ar is the incremental solution defined by

S =) (A (A -A)r (150)

From Eq. 3.4.56

ral
K Ir-

TKT{, r)rJ1 ((Fl - HKrAr) (151)

'{Ir[)}
The residual vector or imbalance force I I is gradually reduced to zero if the procedure
converges. The iteration continues until the following convergence cntenon is satisfied:

S 2 Eto(152)

IW 1

where n is the total number of degrees of freedom and 0tol is the convergence tolerance.

Coefficients of Symmetric Tangent Stiffness Mat rices [K T]

Til11 T12 1 T3 13 T14 14 T15 15K11  = K,,, K.. =Kl 2KT1 = 2KiiK = Kii K,. = KI

T21 21 T 22 T23 23 T 2 4 KT25 25
K• =K q K Ki1, K= =2Ki. = K ,i K. =Kij

KiT3 = K3 , KT32  ,Kj KT:=Kil KKi3 = K3 5  (153)

T44 = T45
KTil= K411 KT42K11 KT43 =2K43 KT = K~j K~j4 = K j

TI 51 T52 52 T53 53 T54 54 TSS 55

K T33 = j cT331C)Wi /- +cT332 ( i arWij +.)i#2. 3!i) dxdy (154)
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where

Iau avI v2 w()
CT331 Al1 u +,u + A1- + - 3 A il + 3 A1w6

ax May O +12 ax

+ __ Z + 4W iZaIB1 BA 1  - + B- )x +B12 (155)
2 -)- +A55+ B -- -ax -

3 au IDu av) 2v Iw(2 aw aw
CT32 =A 16 T+ A66  -+ +)A263-+ IA1•_6 - + (A12+2A66)ax ay

+aA Taw X (ay )x B ax a

2 IA26 + A4 5 + B 1 6  + B66- + + B26 (156)
2 a•A26 16oy +W•-•x - _ a

cT33u au N C) .• 2(w) r)w W
CT333-A 12 L+A26 '+o + A22'+s-'-- + A66 + 3A26 - -xy

A2 2i L + A44 + B12 • + B26 x ox B22 -)", (157)
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Table A.4 Average Mechanical Parameters (W= 1= Wrap,
F= 2= Fill, A= 3= Across-ply Direction,
f= Fiber, m= Matrix)

Composite Layer

Modulus - 106 psi Modulus - 106 psi

EW= 2.140 Ef1 = 3.780

Tension EF 1.190 E = 2.790
"6EA = .855 "'E 3 = .855

"OEM 0.500 EM= 0.500

Ew = 2.130 Ef1 = 3.700

Compression EF = 1.500 E= -- 3.500
"OEA = .820 ="E3 - .820

"Em = 0.500 "Em = 0.500

GWF = 0.355 G12 = 0.670

GFW = 0.246 G2 1 = 0.290

GWA = 0.357 '13 = 0.357

Shear GFA = 0.340 G2 3 = 0.340

GFW = 0.025 G3 1 = 0.025

GAF = 0.018 G32 = 0.013

°Gsm = 0.200 'Gsm = 0.200

Strength psi Strength psi

RW 13.400 Rfi = 24.800

Tension R = 5600 Rf2 = 12.000

O*R = 8800 *R 3 = 8800
=R =2000 =R =2000

RW = 8300 Rfi = 14.000

Compression R = 5700 R = 13.000
04'RA = 24,000 "OR3 = 24,000

" =R - 2000 =R -- 2000
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Table A.4 Continued

Compouite Lay..

RWF = 4300 Rf1`= 9900

RFW = 4000 R21= 6.400

RWA = 4000 R = 3 4000

Shear RFA = 4100 R23 = 4100
RAW = 2000 R31= 2000

RAF 1600 R32 = 1600

" =Rsm 1500 ORsm = 1500

Poisson's ratio Volume fraction
112 = .048 Vfl = .500

"L21 = .093 V1m = .500
"OZ21 = .200 vf2= .333

"l31 = .426 vm2 =.667

"32 = .203

"23 = .210
Un = .250

0 Estimated values
From Rickman et al. 1984
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Element Stiffness Matrix and Force Vector for Nonlinear Plate

Bending Formulation

K11 fA + + A66..•i -'Wi dxdy

K~2( A 11 ~+ A 16 2K i 6~

Ki~ = llax a-x ax ay D)y a ay

12 oyj + + A + +A A6 dxdy

i A 16 L A" -12 66 26 dy

K.3 Ij - + A 16( ý)-W + *-W ýW- + A66ý'Y W dd

+ A("W A26 dxdy

1- ý- A16~ .i A12 ¶ý ~ + A66 26-5--i xd

K14f'5j B1x_.+B "• +B -i-+ •26•L-•yj dxdy

FK =f jI"i (Nxnx + Nxyny L

K21 = Ka2

-W1 L WI +B

K's B LWA t' +V E " -(' 'VI + B dxdy

iax 16 12 A 6 6- O 6

K•2= A66ax ax +A6ax Dy +ay axl 2 ay ay
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K24 aw DB D"~ +~+ +"~ A26 !~' (dxdy
a6w +A66  X- A2 0 y

K4= B1 B6ýW'ýW'+ B 662 W- + B aw axv)+ B26ý-V-ý!jldd

F1J1 4Ia( x ax ax ayn ))d a a

K25= B6 X--- + A24ý-l- ý-V + A66 + B2- a dxld dy

J.2ý laIax 16y ay~ , ayxy

x~i(Nay x y

31 a I avi w, a i aw oxi aw awialv

Kij axý ll--+A a o + y x A6 y124xd



~-~--~(, )" + A 6  + A dxdf arI 66ý- W A~ 22~~y

0 Ki4 = je (A55 LV411+ A45  Wi 'V dxdy

a ax ax ax ay ay ax a6 1 xy

+ ý~ ~W t B M,1 6a-iý-i+ 13a6oiýj+B1  aW'Va a 'Va11 + 2Idd
+j~{ 1ay ax x B6 6x +y B12 - oxB 6 -~ xy

K35 =fatA i N~+ A 44 yti )dxdy

FawiB 1 ý-iaM, a+ B a1 aM,1  aM,1 + 66 + B26L -j1 ld
-X-ax ax y +()6y ax 267 1 xy

+ w (L- (L- I~ + B26~ ay Y- a+ + B '2- a t~dxdy

fa ap I axa+xry- ax~ aw)a

=i Wiqzdxdy - W)WýQx + Nxaw +Nxya- lx + O+Nx +N N~~ny1

41 14

K42 K24

4~3=jA V~+ A45sj'ViI xdy

pi' 2 Nax ax ax ~y ()y aX) B 6 --- }dxdry
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( awl 1j - Wi 1D'ý-j B6)Y B-Y a I + B26'Y ýWtIl
+~ a 1 x ax ax~7 a+ ay ax aya

K.. = A55 Wi~~V + DI, ~I~+ D1 (aýW'~ LWIa~ 1 +L'L+ D66L"~"~11ax ax ax a dy ax ay a dy

K45 =C A5Y~i+D1 aw,, awi+D1 2 + D66' awv1 awi + D26 , dxdy
ii jax ax OX + D6 6 y ax- ay-~ a~~ xY

K51 K K15

K 52 K K25

K 53f( A45WiLWI + A44W4-L )xdy

ax ax Bsý~W , ya 2 -- ~ dd

+ ~ {6y~aw+2(- ya ax) +B2 ---- 1 dxdy

aw 6@-)W' a- + B a Ni a 'i+ rvi alvi aN, alv ýdxd
26jOY y +-"j
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F 5=fxvi(Mxyn x + Myn, I ds
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